The Evidence for Evolution

The Evidence for

The modern biological denition of evolution is inherited change within a lineage. There is extensive evidence, provided by all elds of biological study
that evolution has and is still occurring. The evidence is all around us, if we
choose to look for it. Diversity, complexity, and adaptation are three observable
phenomena that, when viewed together and within context of Earth’s history,
provide powerful evidence of evolution.
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In the following sections, each biological eld is introduced along with the main
tools that researchers in that eld use in studying evolution. Then some of the
associated evidence for bivalve evolution is discussed in terms of diversity,
complexity, and adaptation. Each biological eld is discussed independently,
however in reality, these elds are not isolated. For example, paleontology is
a eld of its own, but paleontologists use information from many other elds of
biology to fully understand the fossil record. The evidence provided by fossils
of the Cambrian Period is all the more powerful when understood within the additional context of the morphological evidence and ecology of the time period,
etc.
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biodiversity • The variety and variability among living organisms and
the ecological complexes in which
they occur.

Diversity, Complexity, & Adaptation
Diversity
Biological diversity or biodiversity is the collection of all the differences among
life forms within an ecosystem. When organisms are signicantly different from
one another, they are considered different species, so it is often easiest to discuss biodiversity in terms of species numbers (also called species richness).
For instance, a coral reef supports much more biodiversity than a sh tank,
because the coral reef can easily have hundreds of species within the same
volume as a sh tank with
only a few species. The
coral reef is also more
“biodiverse” ecologically
 sand, hard coral, rock,
algae, seagrass, and
soft coral (gorgonians)
are often all found within
a very small area on a
coral reef. Each of these
substrata or niches has
its own habitat specialists
occupying it.

niche • The specific ecological role
that an organism inhabits.

species richness • The total number
of species, or biodiversity, in a given
geographical area.
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New species are being discovered by researchers every day and therefore
our understanding of Earth’s biodiversity is continually increasing. There are
approximately 25,000 living species of bivalves plus at least as many extinct
species, each distinct from the others. To fully understand the biodiversity of
bivalves evolutionarily, both the living and extinct species must be considered.
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Living Neotrigonia lamarcki (above), from
Moreton Bay, Australia, is a living relic  a
member of a now-small genus at the recent
end of a large group that ourished in the Cretaceous Period. At right is Pterotrigonia thoracica from the Cretaceous of Coon Creek,
Tennessee (also the state fossil of Tennessee). To fully understand this group, both living and fossil species must be studied.
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complexity • How the vast and varied
components of an organism (genes,
molecules, cells, organs) function together to create life, behaviors, species interactions, ecosystems, etc.

intelligent design • The assertion
or belief that physical and biological systems observed in the universe
result from purposeful design by an
intelligent being rather than from
chance or undirected natural processes.

Other types of biodiversity include trophic diversity (the range of how organisms feed in different ways and/or on different prey), and genetic diversity (the
range of genetic variance within a species, that produces, for example, different
color forms or subspecies).

Complexity
Close examination of even the simplest organism often reveals great complexity in its anatomy, chemistry, and/or behavior. The complexity of an organism
must be understood within (and can often provide clues to) the species’ evolutionary history.
It is often difcult to understand how complex traits evolved. Researchers must
spend enormous efforts using all of their available tools (such as the fossil record, genetic analysis, comparative anatomy, etc.) to understand how complexity evolved through the small favorable steps of natural selection.
Creationists, and those promoting intelligent design, often capitalize upon the
difculty of understanding biological complexity and suggest that complexity is
evidence for an intelligent designer. However, given enough time and scientic testing, researchers have been able to show how many complex systems
evolved through small advantageous steps over long periods of time. There
are still numerous complex systems and structures that have not yet been fully
explained, however, this is only due to research not yet completed or to evidence not yet analyzed. Researchers are continuously nding new fossils, discovering new genetic relationships, and understanding additional relationships.
Therefore, given sufcient time, more complex systems will be understood.
Absence of evidence does not prove anything; a lack of information is not a
valid argument against the principles of evolution or for any other theory. A lack
of information is merely a signal that more research needs to be done.
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This externally simple Nut Clam (at right) reveals
complex anatomy internally (below).
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adaptation • The evolutionary process through which a population
becomes better suited to its environment over many generations of natural selection.

adaptive trait • A heritable feature
of an individual’s phenotype that
improves its chances of survival and
reproduction in the existing environment.

Adaptation
Adaptation is the evolutionary process through which a population becomes
better suited to its environment over many generations of natural selection. Adaptations can involve anatomy, chemistry, and/or behavior. The word adaptation is often misused to describe the physical features of a species which result
from the process; however, it is more accurate to call the process adaptation
and the features adaptive traits. For example, the hard shell of a clam is an
adaptive trait which evolved through the process of adaptation to survive predation, dessication, etc.
Adaptation in a genus or family can be understood by following an adaptive
trait, in progressive steps, through the fossil record, Adaptive traits are responsible for a large proportion of the biodiversity and complexity of the species on
Earth.
Teacher-Friendly Guide to Evolution
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Paleontology
Paleontology is the study of prehistoric life, including the evolution and extinction of species and their associated environments. Paleontologists unite the
elds of biology and geology and rely most often upon fossils and the fossil
record for their studies.
Fossils are objects found in the strata of the Earth that are recognizable as the
remains of organisms. There are many different types of fossils.
1. Body fossils are remains of the hard
parts of an organism such as bones,
teeth, claws, shells, or seeds. The
soft parts are usually eaten or decay
before they can fossilize.
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fossil • The recognizable remains
of past life on Earth, e.g., bones,
shells, or leaves, or the traces of
such life, e.g., tracks, burrows, or
impressions.

2. Compression fossils are attened soft
parts such as leaves, feathers, or insects (not shown).

3. Mold fossils are organism-shaped
holes or depressions in rock where
the body has decayed but the impression remains.



paleontology • The study of life in
past geologic time.

4. Cast fossils form when mold fossils
are later lled with minerals that fossilize.



5. Trace fossils are the fossilized remains of the activity of organisms,
such as footprints, burrows, eggs, or
coprolites (fossilized feces).



6. Unaltered fossils are the remains of
the whole organism preserved without decomposition. This can occur in
ice, acidic peat bogs, or resin such as
amber.



7. Chemical fossils are organic molecules that result from the presence of
life, such as fossil fuels (not shown).
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Fossilization is the process of a living organism becoming a fossil. Unfortunately, the series of events for fossilization to successfully occur is rare and
only a tiny fraction of the organisms that have ever lived have become fossils.
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1. When the organism dies, it must be quickly covered by sediment to stop
decomposition.

Diversity, Complexity, &
Adaptation

2. The sediment layers are slowly compacted and water is eliminated.

Paleontology

3. The layers are cemented into sedimentary rock.

Ecology

4. The organic remains are slowly replaced by hard minerals.

Anatomy
Developmental Biology

The fossil record is the sequence of fossils as they appear in the geologic
strata (layers). By dating the strata, the approximate age of the fossils can be
determined. The fossil record preserves the fossils in the order in which they
appeared on Earth, providing direct visual evidence of evolution. The strata appear in descending order, thus the deepest strata are the oldest (relative to the
present, or the earliest/youngest relative to Earth’s history).
Due to the complexity of the fossilization process, the more prevalent the species and the longer that it survived, the more likely that it will be represented
in the fossil record. Some short-lived species or transitory forms might have
never been fossilized and are therefore missing from the fossil record. Their
existence however, can be deduced by the fossils of their predecessors and
descendants.

Bivalve Evolution
Because bivalves have hard shells, their fossil record is extensive and is presumed to be more complete than those of most other invertebrates. A geological time scale of Earth’s history (see following pages) shows major corresponding events in the bivalve fossil record. Bivalve diversity has varied, from era to
era, depending on climate, ice ages, and sea levels, punctuated by periodic
mass extinctions (the most serious of which ended the Permian Period with the
loss of nearly 60% of then-living bivalves).
Bivalves evolved in the Precambrian, but we have no physical evidence from
that time period. The very rst bivalves that we nd in the fossil record are tiny,
but fully-formed bivalves, complete with two shells, a hinge, a ligament and
ligament

hinge teeth
posterior
adductor
muscle
scar
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adductor muscle • One of usually two large muscles (one anterior, one posterior) that contract
to close the shell of a bivalve and
maintain it in that condition; the
positions of these muscles is usually clearly marked on the shell interior as adductor muscle scars or
impressions.

fossil record • The recognizable
remains of past life on Earth, e.g.,
bones, shells, or leaves, or the traces
of such life, e.g., tracks, burrows, or
impressions.

fossilization • Process by which an
organism becomes preserved in layers of the Earth, usually involving
burial and/or lithification.

hinge • Collective term for the dorsal border of the articulated valves,
including the ligament, hinge teeth,
and other structures that function to
permanently unite the two valves.

anterior
adductor
muscle
scar

ligament • Elastic uncalcified
structure that connects the two bivalve shells at the hinge line and
functions as a spring to open the
valves when the adductor muscles
relax.
pallial
sinus
pallial line
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adductor muscle scars. So the Cambrian bivalve is already a well-developed
bivalve, and we really don’t know what a “pre-bivalve” ancestor looked like.
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Two major radiations populated bivalve diversity. The rst, in the Ordovician,
followed (and contributed to) a major physical change in the sea oor – the
“Cambrian Substrate Revolution” – converting relatively static microbial mats
to dynamic soft sediment riddled with burrowing worms and other bioturbators. Bivalves responded by evolving a burrowing foot, a gill specialized for
lter feeding, and, for those species who remained unburied, byssal threads
for attachment to hard surfaces. As a result, by the end of the Ordovician, most
of the modern taxonomic groups of bivalves were present, as were nearly all
of the ecological types (burrowers, cementers, byssal attachers, etc.) that we
recognize today.
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Era
Cenozoic

Biology

Period

Age (Ma) Events in Bivalve Evolution

Neogene

23-today

Marine bivalve communities are
relatively stable. Many species,
from as early as the Miocene Epoch (early Neogene), survive to
the present.

Paleogene

65-23

“Hothouse Earth”
The Eocene Epoch, in the mid-Paleogene (56-34 Ma), is very different from the modern world. Globally, it is a very warm “hothouse”
world  the air temperature difference from the pole to the equator
is only half of today’s and the deep
ocean currents are exceptionally
warm. Tropical climates extend
as far north as Maine and Hokkaido, Japan. There are no polar
ice caps, India is free-oating, and
Eurasia is all askew, but the modern continents are recognizable.
Heart cockles (family Cardiidae),
now largely restricted to the tropics, live in what is now Antarctica.

Cretaceous

145-65

Rudists are major reef-builders
during the Cretaceous Period, especially in the Tethys Sea, an ancient ocean more or less where the
Indian Ocean is today. Rudists go
extinct during the mass extinction
that denes the Cretaceous-Paleogene boundary (formerly called
the K-T Mass Extinction).

Jurassic

199-145

Mesozoic Marine Revolution
New predators  starsh, crabs,
and carnivorous snails  force bivalves to evolve new ways to avoid
being eaten. Innovations include
shell spines to deter handling by
predators and siphons to allow
burrowing deep below the sediment surface.

Triassic

250-199

End-Permian Mass Extinction
opens up many new niches following the largest recorded extinction
in Earth’s history.

Evolutionary Biology
Methods Used in Studying
Evolution
Fossil Disk Clam
Dosinia concentricus

bioturbator • An organism that disturbs sediments by burrowing or
feeding.

Geological Time Scale of
Bivalve Evolution. Bivalves
have been on Earth as long
as almost any other fossils.
Read the chart from bottom
(oldest) to top (youngest) for
a chronological history of the
evolution of bivalves. “Ma”
means millions of years ago.

Mesozoic



Rudist bivalves

Living clam with siphons
Capsella variegata
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Paleozoic

Permian

Carboniferous

299-250

359-299

Living freshwater mussel
Alasmidonta raveneliana

416-359

The Devonian sees a continued
warm climate worldwide, and high
sea levels.

Silurian

443-416

The Silurian is a period of stabilization of the Earth’s climate, melting
glaciers, and rising sea levels on
a worldwide scale. Coral reefs rst
appear, as do the rst shes with
jaws.

Ordovician

488-443

Living Zebra Mussel
with byssus
Dreissena polymorpha

Cambrian

Neoproterozoic
(“Precambrian”)

?

The Carboniferous is named for
its coal deposits. Global temperatures are cooler, glaciers are plentiful, and sea levels are low. The
rst freshwater bivalves date from
this period.

Devonian

Devonian Scallop
Aviculopecten lautus

Fordilla troyensis, from
the Early Cambrian of
New York State, is the
earliest known bivalve,
approximately 550 million years old.

Bivalves and other kinds of mollusks are very diverse in the Permian, but the period ends with the
largest recorded mass extinction
in Earth’s history, driving 96% of
all marine species and 59% of all
bivalve genera into extinction.

542-488

Cambrian Substrate Revolution
Bioturbators  especially trilobites
and worms  dug into the sediment
during the Cambrian and over time
destroyed the microbial mats upon
which early bivalves depended. By
the Ordovician, bivalves are larger
and more diverse. Innovations include the lter-feeding gill, the burrowing foot, and the byssus.
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pallial sinus • An embayment in
the posterior part of the pallial
line that indicates the attachment
of siphonal retractor muscles and
demarcates that part of the mantle
cavity into which the siphons can
retract in bivalves.

The Earliest Known Bivalves
The earliest known bivalves are
fully formed, with shells, hinges,
and adductor muscles. Cambrian
bivalves are marine, tiny, and live
just at the sediment surface. The
two earliest species, Pojetaia and
Fordilla, crawl and feed on microbial mats, similar to today’s protobranch nut clams (Nucula).

1000-542 Bivalves Evolve!
The earliest forms of multicellular
life on Earth that still exist as fossils
are from the Ediacarian Period, immediately preceding the Cambrian.
Bivalves must have evolved during
this time, but we do not (yet) have
any physical evidence of them.

The second major radiation accompanied the “Mesozoic Marine Revolution” –
an arms race that followed the great end-Permian Mass Extinction that opened
up many niches for new occupants. The appearance of many new types of
predators – most especially starsh, crabs, and carnivorous snails – forced bivalves to develop new ways to avoid being eaten. The result was bivalves with
elaborate surface sculpture (spines and ridges) or long siphons to allow them
to hide, buried below the surface of the sea oor. Long siphons can be inferred
from fossils through the presence of a pallial sinus on the inside of the shell;
this is the chamber into which a clam retracts its siphons, so any bivalve that
has a pallial sinus marked on its shell must have had siphons. We can read this
and many other aspects of ecology and anatomy from fossil bivalves.
Teacher-Friendly Guide to Evolution
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ecology • The relationships of living things to one another and their
environment, or the study of such
relationships.

deposit feeding • Feeding type of
some bivalves during which organic particles are harvested (by either
the siphons or palps) from the surface or near-surface sediments.

phytoplankton • Freely floating
photosynthetic organisms in the
oceans.

suspension feeding • Feeding type
of most bivalves during which organic particles are harvested from
the water column.

Ecology
Ecology is the study of the distribution, abundance, and relationships of organisms to other organisms and the environment. Ecologists are able to directly
observe the diversity, complexity, and adaptation of living organisms and their
habitats through eld studies.

Feeding
Most bivalves are lter feeders of phytoplankton and zooplankton, and have
a number of adaptive traits to maximize their ability to capture food. Most bivalves have cilia on their gills, which capture, sort, and transport food particles.
Some have large siphons to allow them to continue feeding while buried in
the sand, and others have muscular pumps to take in water and food. Most
bivalves lter plankton suspended in the
water and are thus called suspension
feeders. Alternatively, some use their siphons or other body parts to disturb the
surface of the sediment, then lter the organic material that is stirred up; these are
called deposit feeders. A few bivalves
have symbiotic algae in their tissues that
provide energy through photosynthesis
or chemosynthesis; another few species
are active predators on other animals.
Planktonic organisms, like this copepod larva,
form the bulk of almost every bivalve’s diet.

Avoiding Predation
Most bivalves, as lter feeders, are low on the food web and have a large number of predators  including starsh,
snails, octopus, sh, birds, otters, raccoons, and humans  actively seeking
them as a tasty meal. Bivalves have a
number of adaptive traits to help protect
them from predators. Most can clamp
shut fairly tightly using strong internal
muscles. Some bury in the sand to
hide, or have thick shells that resist being cracked open, or spines or irregular shell margins to prevent a predator
from prying them open.

zooplankton • Freely floating animals in the oceans, including protozoans, small crustaceans, and the
larval stages of larger organisms.

The Cockscomb Oyster (Lopha cristagalli),
on a reef in Micronesia, has a jagged shell
margin that aids in preventing predation. The
shell is naturally deep purple; the red external
color here is a coating of living sponge.

Habitat
Bivalves are a very diverse and adaptive class and have been able to populate
most of the Earth’s aquatic habitats. Bivalve habitats range from shallow to
deep water and include freshwater to estuarine to oceanic environments. Bivalves are also commonly found among seagrass, and mangrove roots, in the
mud and sand, and attached to seawalls and rock.
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Mangrove roots are an important habitat for many
marine organisms, including bivalves.
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Mode of Life

Developmental Biology

Mode of life is a general term for how an organism lives. This can include habitat and reproduction, but most often refers to where bivalves are found in their
environment. Most bivalves are benthic,
that is, live on the sea or lake bottom. Unlike other mollusks (such as snails or squid),
there are no bivalves that are holoplanktonic, that is, living their entire life span in
the plankton (although most bivalves have
planktonic larvae). Benthic lifestyles include
infaunal (burrowing into the sand), and epifaunal (living above the sand, for example,
oysters cementing to rock, and mussels attaching to rocks or seagrass blades with
byssal threads or thin silky bers). Because
of their planktonic larvae, bivalves (especially oysters and mussels) are often important
parts of very large fouling communities on
the hard surfaces of boats, seawalls, docks,
power plants, etc.

A fouling community of Zebra Mussels
on a current meter from Lake Michigan
in 1999.

Symbiosis
Most bivalves are free-living or not directly dependent upon another organism
for survival. However, some species depend upon mutualistic, commensal, or
even parasitic relationships with other organisms for survival. See the section
How Evolution Works: Coevolution for examples.
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epifaunal • Living on top of the
sediment, i.e., unburied; also called
epibenthic.

fouling community • Community
of organisms found attached to hard
substrata, most usually humanmade, e.g., on the sides of docks,
marinas, harbors, or vessels.

free-living • Living independently
of another organism; not part of a
parasitic or symbiotic relationship;
or moving independently, i.e., not
sessile.

holoplanktonic • Living as plankton through all stages of a life
cycle.

infaunal • Living buried within
sediment.
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Anatomy
Anatomy is the scientic study of the structure of living things. It includes gross
anatomy, the study of anatomical organs and their arrangements (usually without the use of high magnication), and microscopic anatomy, the study of
minute structures with the assistance of a magnifying device (such as a microscope). The latter includes histology, the microscopic study of the structure
of tissues. The study and comparison of similar structures among species is
called comparative anatomy. Comparative anatomical studies can provide
extensive evidence for evolution and the relationships between species.
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Homologous & Analogous Traits
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Anatomists especially look for homologous traits, that is, those that are similar among species because they were inherited from a common ancestor. For
example, the arm of a human, the forelimb of a giraffe, and the wing of a bat
are homologous. Even though the wing has a very different function, all three
limbs have a very similar bone, muscle, and nerve structure. The limbs were
adapted for different needs through natural selection from the limb of the common ancestor of all three of these mammals.

analogous • Having similar function, although different in structure
and origin.

anatomy • The science concerned
with the shape, structure and the
relationship of parts of organisms;
also called morphology.

comparative anatomy • The comparative study of the structure of
organisms with regard to homologous organs or parts.

gross anatomy • Anatomy of organs and their arrangements, usually studied without the use of high
magnification.

histology • The study of cells and
tissues on the microscopic level.

homologous • Having the same
structure and origin, although current function might differ.

Skeletons of a ying fox, giraffe, and human clearly show similar bones, indicating descent from
a common ancestor.

Analogous traits do not look supercially different from homologous traits, but
are very different in origin. Such traits have a similar function but evolved independently from different sources (different common ancestors), which we only
know by understanding the evolution of a group (through phylogenetic analysis
and/or the fossil record). For example, Blue Mussels (family Mytilidae) and Zebra Mussels (family Dreissenidae) are each “mussel shaped” (called mytiliform)
which allows crowding of many individuals into a small space, each attached by
elastic byssal threads. However, their phylogenetic tree shows us that the two
families are only distantly related, therefore the trait “mussel-shaped shell” is
analogous, not homologous. See also convergence (discussed below).

microscopic anatomy
•
The
branch of anatomy in which the
structure of cells, tissues, and organs is studied with a light or electron microscope.
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Blue Mussels (Mytilus, at left) and Zebra Mussels (Dreissena, at right) are distantly related (far
apart on the cladogram below), although both have mytiliform (mussel-shaped) shells, acquired
independently due to similar life habits (crowding together on a hard surface).
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cladogram • A tree diagram depicting patterns of shared characteristics and relationships of
organisms, generated through phylogenetic analysis.

phylogenetic analysis • Analytical
method used to find a hypothesis
of relationships among species, by
coding the various states of homologous characters; also called
cladistics.

We can see clues to analogy (nonhomology) in anatomy  analogous structures are sometimes built of different parts. The wing of a bat and the wing of a
bird are analogous  both allow the animal to y  but are built of very different
bones.

This classic illustration, published by John Romanes in 1892,
shows the wings of a bat (top) and a bird (bottom). The bones
in the limb of each are homologous, but the wing as a whole
is not. Notice that the most distal part of each wing is made
up of different bone, suggesting a different evolutionary pathway.
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The molluscan bivalved shell is another good example  bivalves have a twopart shell, but so do certain gastropods (snails) of the seaslug family Juliidae.
We know from developmental studies (and the larval shells that remain attached to adult molluscan shells) that the bivalve larva begins life already with
a two-part shell, whereas the seaslug begins life with a single, spiral shell that
later splits and grows two parts.
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Looking closely at the seaslug Berthelinia
reveals a head. These and other features
show that Berthelinia is a gastropod, not a
bivalve, and that the two-valved shell is the
result of convergent evolution.
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Comparative Anatomy
convergence • Evolutionary change
in two or more unrelated organisms
that results in the independent acquisition of similar traits.

If an unusual-looking oyster is discovered, researchers will most likely conduct
an anatomical study to determine whether it is simply an unusual variant of a
known species or if it should be considered a new species. If the anatomy of
the new oyster is essentially identical to a known species, it could be considered a member of that species. If the anatomy is structurally different, it could
be considered a new species. How different the anatomy must be for a variant
to be considered a new species is different for different groups of organisms.
Of course, other factors, such as habitat and molecular sequences, also contribute to the nal decision.
The importance of comparative anatomy in providing evidence for evolutionary
history can be seen visually. The images that follow provide a comparative anatomical study of bivalves. In these drawings, anatomical systems are articially
color coded for easy comparison. The anatomical similarities are strong evidence for common ancestry. The more similar the anatomy, the more closely
related the species, and (usually) the less time that they been evolving separately. The anatomical differences are strong evidence for natural selection and
adaptation. The more different the anatomy, the less related the species and
the more time they have been evolving separately.

In these drawings of bivalve anatomy, digestive systems (bulbous stomach and long intestine) are
shown in green, gills in yellow, labial palps (that assist in sorting foot particles) in light blue, foot
in brown, muscles and nervous systems in gray, heart in red, byssal threads (used to attach the
bivalve to rocks) in dark blue, and siphons and mantle (the shell-producing tissue) in pink (see the
Hard-shelled Clam for labels).
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Blue Mussel (Mytilus)

Evolution

Soft-Shelled
Clam (Mya)

Ark Clam (Arca)

Zebra Mussel
(Dreissena)
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Oyster (Crassostrea)

Evolution

Scallop (Pecten)

Shipworm (Teredo)
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Notice the following:
1. Most of these organs are present in all of the bivalve examples. So the
common ancestor of all bivalves likely had all of these organs.
2. Some of the differences can tell us something about life modes and
habitat. Some have siphons for living below the surface of the sand or
mud. Others have byssal threads (secreted by the foot) for living above
the sand, attached to a hard surface like a rock. Tentacles can only function above the surface of the sand – see these at the tips of the siphons
and completely around the entire Scallop (which lives on the surface of
the sand).
3. The similarities might be an example of more recent common ancestry:
the Oyster and Scallop are members of the subclass Pteriomorphia.
They have a single large muscle in the center of the shell instead of
one smaller one at each end, plus very large gills, and a very small or
completely absent foot; these are examples of similarities due to common ancestry.
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4. Other similarities are examples of evolutionary convergence: Blue
Mussel and Zebra Mussel are both “mussel shaped” and have byssal
threads, but their digestive systems are very different, and the Zebra
Mussel has siphons (it does not burrow, but uses the siphons to reach
water while packed in very dense colonies).
5. Other traits are unique and indicate adaptation to a particular life
mode:
•

The very long body, small shell, and extra “caecum” in the digestive tract
of the Shipworm – it drills into wood, living protected in a burrow, eating
wood particles (assisted by cellulose-digesting bacteria in the caecum),
so does not need a large protective shell.

•

The tiny gill “windows” of the Dipper Clam – it is a carnivore, using its
long siphon to capture small shrimps, pull them in to the funnel-like
mouth, and crunch them in the muscular stomach. It does not need
large gills to lter food particles.

•

The mantle tentacles, each with an eyespot at its base, of the Scallop –
scallops live on the surface of the sea oor, and clap their shells together
to swim using a form of jet propulsion. The tentacles and eyespots allow
the Scallop to sense its surroundings, most especially potential predators from which it can escape by swimming rapidly away.

Evolution

convergence • Evolutionary change
in two or more unrelated organisms
that results in the independent acquisition of similar traits.
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Developmental Biology
Developmental biology is the study of how organisms grow and change over
time. How an individual changes as it ages is NOT evolution. But comparing
similarities and differences in how different species grow and develop can provide important clues for evolution. For example, two adult organisms can look
very different even though the species are very closely related, due to a minor
change in their early development.
Ontogeny is the study of development from egg to death, including all stages
of aging. Ontogeny includes embryology, which is the study of development
from egg to free-living juvenile.
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broadcast spawning • Releasing
gametes – eggs and sperm – into
the water for external fertilization.

developmental biology • The study
of how a multicellular organism
develops from its early immature
forms (zygote, larva, embryo, etc.)
into an adult.

embryology • Individual development from egg to a free-living juvenile.

metamorphosis • A change in body
form and often habits of an animal
following the embryonic stage during normal development.

Life Cycles
The life cycles of many animals includes a change in overall appearance, or
metamorphosis, sometimes involving substantial changes in appearance.
Consider the difference in appearance of a caterpillar and a buttery, or of a
tadpole and a frog. Such changes often also involve differences in habitat or
diet. Other animals simply begin life as small adults, growing larger with age
without much change in overall appearance other than body proportions. Consider the difference in appearance of a baby human boy and an adult man, or
of a kitten and a cat.
The life cycles of bivalves include metamorphosis in the majority of cases,
involving larval, juvenile, and adult stages. Across Bivalvia, life cycles are very
uniform with differences among species in the length of each stage, and the
anatomy and behavior at each stage. The developmental mode of a bivalve also
has a direct impact on its distribution – those with longer free-swimming larval
stages (called a veliger) generally have larger geographic ranges, whereas
those with shorter free-swimming stages (or those that are not free-swimming
at all, called direct-developing) have smaller ranges.
Most bivalves broadcast spawn by releasing their gametes directly into the
water where fertilization takes place. Fertilization results in an embryo that
passes through several distinct larval stages, the last of which is the veliger,
which swims in the plankton, feeds (or not), grows, then settles to grow to
adulthood.

ontongeny • Individual development from egg to death, including
all stages of aging.

veliger • Planktonic larval type
characteristic of most bivalves,
characterized by a ciliated locomotory organ (velum) which is either
discarded or resorbed at metamorphosis.
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Veliger larva

Attached juvenile

Adult

The Hard-shelled Clam (Mercenaria mercenaria) begins life as a planktonic veliger larva (left) that
swims and feeds in the plankton for 12-14 days. It gradually develops a foot, settles into the sand,
loses its ciliated locomotory organ (the “velum”), and attaches to a piece of shell or rock with byssal threads produced by its foot (center). As it grows to adulthood below the surface of the sand
(right), siphoning food-laden water in and out of its body through its siphons, it loses the need for
(and ability to produce) the byssus, ultimately relying on its weight for stability.
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A few bivalves, including shipworms and yoyo clams, actually copulate, with
sperm being passed from the male to the female resulting in internal fertilization. Female bivalves of still
other species brood their larvae
by ltering sperm from the water
and retaining developing embryos within special chambers
(usually in the gills). A very few
species of bivalves brood their
young in egg masses.
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The Eight-Tentacled Yoyo Clam (Divariscintilla octotentaculata) with pink larvae being brooded in its gills.

Freshwater pearl mussels have a very specialized larva called a glochidium
that hooks onto the gills or ns of a sh or amphibian for a period of time before
detaching and falling to the bottom to take juvenile form. Female freshwater
pearl mussels often have evolved frills or aps at their shell margins that wave
in the water currents to attract the host sh. The glochidium is an adaptation
to disperse young. For more about this specialized reproductive mode, see
Mating Rituals in the section How Evolution Works: Types of Natural Selection.

The eshy “lure” of the freshwater Cracking Pearl Mussel (Hemistena lata) utters in the water to attract the host sh
required for its glochidia larvae.
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glochidium (pl. glochidia) • The
specialized larval form of freshwater pearl mussels that usually
has hooks that enable it to attach
itself to a host (e.g., to the gills of
a fish) for a period of time before
it detaches and falls to the bottom
and takes on the typical form of a
juvenile mussel.

The glochidium larva of the freshwater Swan Mussel (Anodontia cygnea)
is adorned with hooks for attaching to a
sh.
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Life Cycle of a Freshwater Pearl Mussel. The life cycle of most freshwater mussels is more complex than in most bivalves, involving the parasitism of a sh host. This is the life cycle of a typical
species, the Buttery Mussel (Ellipsaria lineolata), native to the American Midwest and endangered or threatened over much of its range. The adult male mussel (center, below the sand)
releases sperm into the water, where the adult female (to the male’s right) draws it into her body
during normal respiration. The fertilized eggs are held in modied “pouches” in the female’s gills
where they develop into larvae called glochidia. The mussel then attracts the host organism (in
this case, Freshwater Drum, Green Sunsh, or Sauger Fish) by uttering part of its esh in the
water, like a “lure.” As the sh strikes, the mussel releases its glochidia larvae, which attach to the
sh’s gills using tiny hooks. After a short period, depending upon the species, the larvae metamorphose into free-living juvenile mussels and drop off the host to begin their growth to adulthood
on the river bottom.

By comparing and contrasting the life cycles outlined here, it is easy to see
that bivalves have very similar life stages, a testament to their common ancestry. The differences, however, provide evidence for evolutionary divergence
through adaptation, complexity, and diversity.
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Genetics & Molecular Biology

The Evidence for

The elds of genetics and molecular biology are able to provide strong evidence for evolution. All organisms on Earth are composed of the same building blocks: DNA, RNA, and proteins. DNA and RNA are composed of specic
sequences of nucleic acids that are inherited through generations. Protein is
composed of specic sequences of amino acids encoded by the sequence of
nucleic acids in RNA.
If two species are closely related, they have very similar molecular sequences.
The longer that they have been evolving as separate species, the more likely
that they will have undergone genetic mutations that make their DNA sequences less similar.
Isolating and sequencing DNA and RNA from living organisms, such as a bivalve, is relatively simple chemistry in today’s molecular laboratories (see the
basic steps in the section Methods Used in Studying Evolution).
Unfortunately, it is very difcult to isolate DNA or protein from fossils. Soft tissues have been recovered (most famously in the dinosaur Tyrannosaurus rex
[1]), but only from fossils of “exceptional preservation” (preservation under very
special circumstances that do not happen often). Therefore, molecular biology
is mainly used to study the relationships among living species. Once the relationships between living species are understood, the characteristics of ancestral species can be inferred and conrmed through the fossil record.
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These are short aligned molecular sequences (part of the 18S ribosomal RNA nuclear gene)
from four common species of bivalves – the Eastern Oyster, Blue Mussel, King Scallop, and
Hard-Shelled Clam. The letters in the sequences represent the four bases that make up DNA
and RNA: A = adenine, C = cytosine, G = guanine, T = thymine (replaced by U = uracil in RNA;
these sequences are DNA copies of the RNA gene). This part of the 18S sequence illustrates
differences – notice that the highlighted part of each sequence includes differences from one
species to another, and that the unhighlighted parts of the sequences on each side are exactly
alike. The number of differences reects how closely related two species are. There are only three
differences between Crassostrea and Mytilus, and three between Mytilus and Pecten, but there
are nine differences between Pecten and Mercenaria. In actuality, only a very small percentage
of a typical sequence shows meaningful differences at all between closely related species (some
additional differences reect variation among individuals, so are not “meaningful” from an evolutionary point of view).

[1] Schweitzer, M. H., J. L. Wittmeyer, J. R. Horner, and J. B. Toporski. 2005. Soft tissue vessels and cellular preservation in Tyrannosaurus rex. Science, 307: 1952-1955.
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Evolutionary Biology
Evolutionary biology is the study of the origin of species as well as their
change and diversity over time. Evolutionary biologists synthesize the evidence
generated by all of the other elds of biology (paleontology, ecology, anatomy,
developmental biology, and genetics) to create a unied understanding of process of evolution as it occurred on Earth. As new evidence is discovered, the
model adjusts accordingly and becomes more complete.
Evolutionary biologists use a method called phylogenetic analysis (the study
of the relatedness of organisms through their anatomical traits and molecular
sequences; also known as cladistics) to determine a phylogeny (the history
of an organism’s lineage through time). This phylogeny is a hypothesis based
on the taxa (the organisms under study, usually species) and characters (the
traits and sequences for each organism) used in the analysis. The phylogeny is
represented by a “tree” (also called a cladogram), very similar in many aspects
to a family tree or genealogy. The branching pattern indicates which organisms are closely related and which are more distantly related. The phylogeny
is considered a hypothesis because its branching pattern can (and often does)
change when taxa or characters are added, deleted, or changed. Each branch
and its member taxa are called a clade.

evolutionary biology • The study of
how evolution occurs.

Phylogenetic Analysis

character • A single attribute of an
organism.

Phylogenetic analysis is almost always done today using one of the many
computer programs written specically for the method. However, a very simple
example can be done by hand. See the section Suggested Classroom Activities: Cladistics Activity to see how this is done.

clade • A group of organisms (usually species) that are more closely
related to each other than any other
group, implying a shared common
ancestor.

A phylogenetic tree suggests the relationships among taxa and the pathways
of character evolution. Here is a tree of ve bivalves and four characters (represented by the hatch marks along the base of the tree; see the section Suggested Classroom Activities: Cladistics Activity for a full explanation of the
taxa and characters on this tree). On this tree:

phylogenetic analysis • Analytical
method used to find a hypothesis
of relationships among species, by
coding the various states of homologous characters; also called
cladistics.

phylogeny • Sequence of ancestors
of a particular lineage.

taxon (pl. taxa) • An organism or
group of organisms of the same
rank, e.g., members of an order,
family, genus, or species.

1. The scallops, Pecten and Mimachlamys, form a clade (which we call
the family Pectinidae). Pectinidae is supported by two characters: #1
ears or auricles present, and #2 radial sculpture present. Crassostrea
is their closest relative; the clade including Pectenidae + Crassostrea is
supported by one character: #3 a single muscle scar.
144
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2. Character #3 (muscle scars) has two changes on the tree, from 0 to 1
(two equal muscle scars to two unequal muscle scars) between Mercenaria and Mytilus, and from 1 to 2 (two unequal muscle scars to a single
muscle scar) between Mytilus and Crassostrea. This tells us a story
about the evolution of the muscle scars. Muscle scars (and of course the
muscles that made the scars) primitively exist as two equal-sized scars
(as in Mercenaria). The rst step is a reduction in size of one of the two
muscles (as in Mytilus), followed by the loss of the smaller muscle, resulting in a single muscle scar (as in the clade that includes Crassostrea
+ Pectinidae).
Evolutionary biologists around the world are generating phylogenetic trees of
small to large groups of organisms. Each tree usually starts with an analysis
of living species, and then is completed by adding the extinct ancestral forms
found in the fossil record. This is because molecules and soft bodies, which
include many useful characters, are not available for fossils.
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Bivalve Tree of Life

Methods Used in Studying

Evolutionary biologists have produced a Tree of Life for bivalves. It includes
many taxa, but is far from including all known bivalve families or genera. This
particular tree (below) was published in 2002 [1] and will continue to change
as additional projects are completed, and as additional species and characters
are added.

Evolution

[1] Giribet, G., & W. C. Wheeler. 2002. On bivalve phylogeny: a high-level analysis of the Bivalvia (Mollusca) based on combined
morphology and DNA sequence data. Invertebrate Biology, 121(4): 271-324.
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Each clade or branch on the evolutionary tree includes all of the species descended from a common ancestor. The ancestor is represented by a node or
branching point. The species in a clade have similar characters because they
evolved from a common ancestor that possessed that character.
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The clade outlined in RED includes such familiar bivalves as
Blue Mussels, Oysters, and Scallops. None of the species in this
clade burrow, and none of them
have siphons.

Evolution

clade • A group of organisms (usually species) that are more closely
related to each other than any other
group, implying a shared common
ancestor.

The clade outlined in BLUE includes the Dipper Clam and its relatives. These bivalves have highly
specialized gills and stomachs.

A living Dipper Clam (Cuspidaria).

Just because members of a group of organisms share a similar feature or have
similar common names does not necessarily mean that they form a clade (thus,
it does not mean that they are related). In the next two trees, look at where
bivalves called “mussels” and bivalves that live in freshwater lie on the tree.
These two groups do not form clades – this tells us that both the long, pointed
mussel shape and the ability to live in a freshwater habitat evolved more than
once in bivalves.
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RED) are commonly called “mussels.”
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These four bivalves (outlined in
RED) live in fresh water.
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Character Evolution
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We can also map characters on the tree to see how they changed over time
resulting in the morphologies we see in living species today.
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The species at the bottom of
the tree (outlined in BLUE)
have more primitive “taxodont” teeth – many small teeth
of a similar size. The species
at the top of the tree (outlined
in RED) have “heterodont”
teeth – more than one kind
of tooth on the same hinge.
There are also some species
in the heterodont clade that
have lost their teeth entirely
(highlighted in BROWN).

The taxodont hinge teeth and internal muscle
scars of the Ark Clam, Arca noae.
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The heterodont hinge teeth and internal muscle scars of the Venus Clam,
Venus verrucosa.
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The presence of siphons (outlined in RED) is spread across
the tree. Siphons by themselves do not dene a clade,
and have likely evolved or been
lost (those lacking siphons are
highlighted in BROWN) many
times.
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The siphons of a living bivalve.
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When combined, this and other phylogenetic trees become a Tree of Life
for all life on Earth that models our current understanding of how species
evolved. This tree is so large that we must depict it wound in a circle, just to
t on the page!
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Tree of Life • A depiction of the
relationships of life on Earth in an
evolutionary context. The Tree of
Life is often depicted as a detailed
cladogram, and illustrates the idea
that all life on Earth is related.

One depiction of the current Tree of Life for all species.
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Fieldwork

Diversity, Complexity, &
The rst step in most biological studies is eldwork – to collect needed specimens or fossils from eld localities. For bivalves, collecting takes many forms
– from simple collecting by hand, to shovel-and-sieving in sand or mud, to
snorkeling or scuba diving on reefs, to bottom sampling from large ships. Once
collected, the specimens are preserved in whatever uid is best for how it will
be analyzed in the laboratory – alcohol or a special salt solution for molecular
work, formaldehyde-based xatives for dissection and histology, or glutaraldehyde for electron microscopy.
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Collecting by shovel and sieve.

Collecting by hand.

Collecting by scuba diving.

Collecting by dredge offshore.
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Bivalve morphology (the more technical term for anatomy) is studied using a
variety of methods including simple dissection (with our without a microscope),
electron microscopy, and histology. These techniques reveal the structures
of shells, organs, and tissues.
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Dissection guides to use in your classroom can be found in the Bivalve Introduction: In the Classroom: Dissection Guides section.
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Bivalve dissection by light microscope.
electron microscopy • A form of
microscopy in which the interactions of electrons (instead of light)
with a specimen are used to reveal
detailed information about structure.

histology • The study of cells and
tissue at the microscopic level.

An unpreserved Hard-Shelled Clam (Mercenaria
mercenaria) from a local sh market reveals its
beautiful anatomy during classroom dissection.

Electron microscopy uses high-energy electron beams (instead of light) to examine and photograph bivalve shells and anatomy. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) provides high-resolution images of outside surfaces, like sculpture,
a hinge, or the appearance of the siphons. Transmission electron microscopy
(TEM) provides very ne details of cross sections of tissues, such as sperm still
under development within a bivalve’s reproductive tract.

Clockwise from upper left: The shell of a Flame Scallop (Ctenoides mitis) under light photography, and scanning electron micrographs (SEM) of the ne
shell sculpture, the larval shell, and the foot.
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of the mature sperm cells of the heart
cockle, Lunulicardia.
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Histology is a more traditional technique of embedding tissues in parafn wax
or plastic, then sectioning the block, mounting the thin slices on microscope
slides, and staining them to help distinguish one type of tissue from another.
Histology allows scientists to examine the inner structures of soft anatomy, or
to reconstruct the anatomy of species that are too small to dissect by hand.

A stained histological section of the gills of a Venus Clam (Pitar simpsoni). The two lamellae of
the gills on one side of the clam, plus the internal
structure of the gills – tissue connections that give
the gill added stability - are clearly visible to the
left of the darker pink foot muscle.
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DNA or RNA isolation and sequencing are very valuable methods to determine
evolutionary pathways and relationships among bivalve species. In some ways,
they can be more useful than morphology, because DNA is less inuenced by
external forces such as food, temperature, and the shape of the rock to which a
bivalve is attached. Below are the basic sequencing steps but a more detailed
animation can be found on Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory’s Dolan DNA Learning Center website (http://www.dnalc.org/resources/animations/cycseq.html).
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The basic steps of gene sequencing are:
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chromatogram •
The pattern
formed by zones of separated pigments and of colorless substance in
chromatographic procedures.

1. Prepare the sample – Tissue taken from the muscle or mantle of a fresh
bivalve is preserved in alcohol or another special preservative.
2. Extract DNA or RNA – A chemical process isolates and puries the DNA
or RNA from the cells of the tissue sample. The end product is a small
tube containing DNA or RNA in water.
3. Choose the gene – Genes are made up of DNA – individual sequences
that control how cells function. Most research projects focus on one gene
or a small set of genes for their studies. The procedure is a little different
for each gene. Sequencing the entire genome is very expensive, time
consuming, and for most studies, unnecessary.
4. Amplify the gene using Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR) – This
technique makes extra copies of the desired gene, using chemical and
heat cycles, to produce enough of the gene to use in the sequencing
procedure. A PCR Thermocycler machine does this, using chemical and
heat cycles to duplicate the gene.
5. Read the sequence from the gene using a Gene Sequencer – Modern sequencer machines use a laser to read a uorescent “tag” attached
to the DNA fragments, and produce a chromatogram with the four bases of DNA color-coded for easy reading – red A (adenine), green T (thymine), black G (guanine), and blue C (cytosine).
6. Compare the sequence – The sequence is then compared with those
from other bivalves, matching the sequences of bases that are alike and
those that are different. The sections that are different provide molecular
“characters” that will be used in phylogenetic analyses.

A chromatogram generated by a Gene Sequencer color codes the four bases of DNA.
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Phylogenetic Analysis
Phylogenetic analysis (also known as cladistics) uses anatomical traits and/
or molecular sequences to determine a phylogeny or history of an organism’s
lineage through time. This phylogeny is a hypothesis based on the taxa (the
organisms under study, usually species) and characters (the traits and sequences for each organism) used in the analysis. See the the section Suggested Classroom Activities: Cladistics for a more complete description of
this method.
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